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Abstract Ultrasound is one of themechanical methods used for
disruption of microorganisms. Ultrasonic treatments of microor-
ganisms are sensitive to a wide range of parameters such as net
thermal power, residence time distribution (RTD), and the bio-
logical structure of the target microorganism. A commercial
ultrasonic processor attached to a stainless steel processing cell
was used in this research work. To evaluate the net heat dissi-
pated in a small volume of the commercial yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, the suspension was subjected to 117Wat 20 kHz; the
ultrasound cell was operated in a batch configuration with a
Perspex base. Mixing of the yeast suspension and the RTDwere
evaluated using image processing techniques. The results of the
present study showed that the heat lost through the stainless steel
wall, Perspex base, and the Sonotrode (Titanium) was around
13.5 % of the total power. The yeast disruption results were
found to be positive. The yeast disruption test showed that
complete yeast reduction can be achieved at 117 W and a
specific energy of 1,146 kJ kg−1. Further study is needed to
understand the real causes of microorganism disruption using
ultrasound.
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Introduction

The cytoplasm of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast cell is a
rich source of bio-products (proteins, cytoplasmic enzymes,

polysaccharides) that are valuable for the food industry. For
good recovery of these intracellular bio-products, efficient
breakage of the cell walls is a necessary step (Liu et al.
2013). During the 1980s, researchers studied the effects of
ultrasound in combination with other treatments for use in the
food industry (Ordoñez et al. 1984; Garcia et al. 1989;
Wrigley and Liorca 1992). Structural changes in the cell walls
of corn straw and oil-palm fibers under intense mechanical
treatment were studied by Bychkov et al. (2012). The destruc-
tion mechanism was shown to be dependent on the structure
of the cell walls and the lignin content (Bychkov et al. 2012).
Furthermore, the impact of low frequency ultrasound com-
bined with an increase in temperature on the disruption of
microorganisms in milk suspended in water has been investi-
gated (Ciccolini et al. 1997). Different species of microorgan-
isms exhibit different resistance to ultrasound. Large-sized
microorganisms are generally more sensitive to ultrasound
as the area directly in contact with ultrasound is larger.
Coccal forms are more resistant than rod-shaped bacteria
(Jacobs and Thornley 1954; Alliger 1978; Ahmed and
Russell 1975). A number of factors influence cavitation inten-
sity (Earnshaw et al. 1995): (1) liquid temperature, (2) fre-
quency of the ultrasound, (3) amplitude of the ultrasound, and
(4) viscosity of the liquid environment. Moreover, ultrasound
can be used for other purposes such as emulsification. The
preparation of emulsion fuel with and without fresh water
microalgae Chlorella vulgaris (FWM-CV) cells was conduct-
ed using ultrasound to overcome the problems of large-sized
microalgae colonies and to form homogenized emulsions. The
emulsified water fuels, prepared using ultrasound, were found
to be stable and the size of FWM-CV colonies were effective-
ly reduced to pass through the engine nozzle safely (Al-
lwayzy et al. 2014).

When ultrasonic sound waves pass through a medium,
thermal effects can occur. However, it has been found that
the thermal impact is insignificant in terms of producing a
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temperature rise in biological systems when using an ultra-
sonic frequency of 26 kHz at various levels of intensity
(Scherba et al. 1991). According to research conducted by
Scherba et al. (1991), the maximum rate of temperature rise
due to ultrasound is too small to inflict significant harm on the
biological systems of the microorganism. Therefore, ultrason-
ically induced thermal effects are not responsible for altering
biological systems of microorganisms under the exposure
conditions used. Sanz et al. (1985) successfully used an ultra-
sound device that can generate a power of 120Wat 20 kHz. In
general, the level of cell damage is higher when the power is
higher. It is known that the velocity and pressure of any
particle is increased when power is increased (Chambers and
Gaines 1932). In addition, Chambers and Gaines (1932) stated
that if the power provided by the oscillator is high enough,
cavitation will occur even in the absence of gas. They also
pointed out that cavitation does not occur throughout the
entire cell sample (i.e. it is confined to restricted regions),
and occurs only in the region adjacent to the free ends of the
ultrasound probe. Gao et al. (2014a) studied high-frequency
(850 kHz) ultrasound to investigate the inactivation of bacteria
and yeast at different growth phases under controlled temper-
ature conditions. On one hand, the study showed that high-
frequency ultrasound is highly efficient in inactivating bacte-
ria, with more than 99 % inactivation achieved. The mecha-
nism of bacterial inactivation is due mainly to acoustic cavi-
tation generating free radicals and H2O2. On the other hand,
the yeast Aureobasidium pullulans was found to be more
resistant to high-frequency ultrasound treatment (Gao et al.
2014a).

A study by Liu et al. (2013) investigated the disruption and
protein releasing kinetics of Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells.
An ultrasonic technique (probe system) was used and the
following parameters were considered: acoustic power, and
duty cycle of the sonicator. The cell disruption efficiency was
evaluated by measurement of electrical conductivity, UV-
spectroscopy and cell size. It was found that by increasing
acoustic power and duty cycle, a higher degree of cell disrup-
tion was observed. Also, different sonication systems have
been compared, with a bath-type sonicator being less effective
for yeast cell disruption and protein release compared to a
horn-type sonicator (Liu et al. 2013).

Koda et al. (2009) used an ultrasound power of 12.8 Wat a
frequency of 20 kHz for 15 mins to treat 50 cm3 water
contaminated with a long reduction of Streptococcus mutans
and reported a 97 % reduction in the microorganisms. The
results of Koda et al. (2009) indicate that ultrasonic waves do
not completely destroy the cells but damage some of them by
increasing the cells’ sensitivity to heat. The optimum ultra-
sonic power for maximum deactivating effect was found to be
around 100 W. Microorganisms become more sensitive to
heat treatment if they have already undergone an ultrasonic
treatment (Garcia et al. 1989; Ordoñez et al. 1987). The

combination of heat and ultrasonic treatments is called “ther-
mo-sonication” (Earnshaw et al. 1995). Ordoñez et al. (1987)
studied the effect of thermo-sonication on the survival of a
strain of Staphylococcus aureus in a phosphate buffer. Garcia
et al. (1989) found that thermo-sonication (5 W/mL) was not
significantly effective in killing spores of Bacillus subtilis in
water at temperatures close to boiling point (100 °C), with the
low effectiveness being attributed to a decrease in the violence
of bubble collapse due to the higher vapour pressure acting
like a cushion (Garcia et al. 1989; Earnshaw et al. 1995).
Zhang et al. (2014) used a 20 kHz high-intensity ultrasound
for the selective release of polysaccharide and protein from
yeast cells. The release of polysaccharide and protein was
found to be affected by sonication time, temperature and ionic
strength, of which temperature had the greatest influence. The
release selectivity, which is the ratio of polysaccharide re-
leased to that of protein designated as T/P value, was investi-
gated. It has been found that the T/P value at 85 °C was a
factor of 9.3 of that at 25 °C. The underlying mechanism of
this selectivity is speculated to be the thermal denaturation and
aggregation of protein within yeast cells at elevated tempera-
tures leading to the decrease of protein release by ultrasound
(Zhang et al. 2014).

A theoretical model based on shear forces generated by the
collapse of the ultrasound cavities near the surface of a mi-
croorganism was proposed by Gao et al. (2014b). This model
considers two parameters: the number of acoustic cavitation
bubbles, and the resistance of the cell wall of the microorgan-
ism to the shear forces generated by bubble collapse. A high-
power, low frequency (20 kHz) ultrasound was used to inac-
tivate many microorganisms including yeast. The results
showed that the Log of the inactivation ratio decreases linearly
with sonication time, and the rate of inactivation increases
with the increase in sonication power (Gao et al. 2014b).

From the literature, it can be concluded that bacterial cells
generally become more sensitive to heat treatment after being
subjected to ultrasound treatment. Sequential or simultaneous-
ly applied ultrasonic and heat treatments result in the
destruction of bacteria at much lower temperatures than
would be required for heat treatment alone. Earnshaw et al.
(1995) demonstrated that the elimination of bacteria can be
improved by subjecting them to a combination of ultrasonic
and heat treatments compared with bacteria that are subjected
only to ultrasonic treatment. The conclusions of Raso et al.
(1994) were consistent with those of Earnshaw et al. (1995).
Garcia et al. (1989) reported a 43 % reduction in the heat
resistance of Bacillus subtilis when it was subjected to
ultrasonication in hot water at temperatures from 70 °C to
95 °C. When the temperature of a liquid exceeds the boiling
point, a loss in the cavitation effect takes place due to the high
vapour pressure (Garcia et al. 1989). In order to overcome this
problem, pressure is often applied to thermo-sonication. This
kind of combination treatment is known as Mano-thermo-
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sonication (MTS). For the MTS technique, cavitation can be
generated using ultrasound despite the high temperature of the
liquid (Ahmed and Russell 1975). Apart from thermo-
sonication and MTS treatment, there are other combinations
that have proven effective against microorganisms, such as
ultrasound combined with pH or chemical control. There is a
lack of understanding regarding the actual reasons for micro-
organism disruption using ultrasound and whether it is caused
by shock or shear. A study by Yusaf (2013) showed that the
shear apparatus can efficiently and effectively disrupt
Saccharomyces cerevisiae at different treatment times, sus-
pension temperatures and rotor speeds. Experimental work
suggests that maximum yeast log reduction was achieved
when the maximum power dissipation of 2.095 kW was
recorded at 10,000 rpm, while suspension temperature was
controlled below 35 °C. The corresponding shear stress at
10,000 rpm was 2,586.2 Pa (Yusaf 2013).

High power ultrasound can generate high temperatures and
localised pressure. The high pressures generated are thought
to be responsible for cell disruption (Sanz et al. 1985; Yusaf
2011) and the high temperatures are formed during cavitation
bubble collapse, which have some effect on the suspension
treatment process. Other researchers contend that the combi-
nation of pressure and temperature generated by high power
ultrasound contribute to the death of the microorganism
(Balachandran et al. 2006). Evaluating the net ultrasonic en-
ergy dissipated into the suspension and the heat loss to the
surrounding area through the chamber, probe, and the cham-
ber base is very important in this work. The aim of this work
was to assess the overall heat loss through the walls of the
container when ultrasonic power was applied. This was
achieved by measuring the convection heat transfer at the
surface of the processing cell. It was anticipated that quantifi-
cation of the heat transfer associated with ultrasonic process-
ing would enable future experimental results on microorgan-
ism disruption to be reported with greater clarity. These results
would also contribute to an accurate assessment of the eco-
nomic viability of any future proposed ultrasonic treatment
processes. The research work presented in this paper aims to
cover the following:

1. Theoretical and experimental work to conveniently
evaluate heat transfer through the ultrasound chamber
wall, Perspex and the ultrasound probe surface.
Simplicity in determining energy-related matters in
ultrasound applications is an important aspect and
has been one of the demands in both research and
industrial fields. For example, Kimura et al. (1996)
pinpointed the necessity of finding easy and conve-
nient methods for periodic measurements of ultrasonic
energy in all reaction systems.

2. The ultrasound experimental apparatus based on the
results obtained from the heat transfer and mixing

section. This section will cover the log yeast reduction
due to ultrasound treatment and discussion.

Materials and methods

Experimental apparatus

The ultrasonic treatment apparatus consisted of a commercial
ultrasonic processor (Hielscher, Teltow, Germany, type:
UIP500) attached to a 316 stainless steel processing cell
(Fig. 1). The cell was operated in a batch configuration with
a Perspex base that did not have a flow port. Perspex is a
synthetic polymer of methyl methacrylate, is a transparent
thermoplastic that can be used as a lightweight or shatter-
resistant alternative to glass. The ultrasound generator can
provide electrical oscillations of 400W to power an ultrasonic
device with a frequency of 20 kHz. The ultrasonic processor
provided approximately 117 W of power (at 20 kHz) to a
sample of approximately 4 mL water in the processing cell.
Three thermocouples (type K) were located at various points
around the processing cell as illustrated in Fig. 1. The most
important thermocouples are the water temperature thermo-
couple (giving the value Tw) and the thermocouple located at
the surface of the Perspex in contact with the water (giving the
value Tsp). The thermocouple located on the lower surface of
the Perspex (giving the value Tl) was used to indicate the time
at which the heat transfer within the Perspex departed from the
assumed semi-infinite process. Signals from the thermocou-
ples were amplified using an integrated circuit with cold
junction compensation (Analogue Devices, AD595, http://
www.analog.com) and the temperature signals (voltages) were
recorded at 20 samples/s using an A/D card and Lab-View
software (http://www.ni.com/labview/). In this work there was
a need for adequate cooling arrangements to reduce the
temperature of the liquid to ensure that the microorganism
would be inactivated by ultrasound without thermal
influences.

Ultrasonic device

The ultrasound machine consists of a generator, transducer
and a sonotrode with the generator providing an electrical
oscillation of 400 W to power an ultrasonic device with a
frequency of 20 kHz, which is transferred to the transducer.
The sonotrode was immersed in a suspension of the commer-
cial yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The ultrasound device
generates heat, which is dissipated into the suspension.
Results obtained from the heat transfer experiment will be
used to evaluate the correct net power dissipated into the
suspension. A temperature control was also included in the
present configuration so that there would be no thermal effect
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on the microorganism’s disruption. As a result an ice bath
configuration was added to the original design to maintain a
sufficiently low suspension temperature in order to avoid
thermal disruption of the microorganism.

Yeast preparation and test procedure

Saccharomyces cerevisiae was chosen as the test yeast
species as it is easy to grow, has well established mechan-
ical properties, and the cells are large enough for counting,
readily available and inexpensive. The lysogeny broth
(LB) was prepared using 5 g yeast extract with 10 g
NaCl and 1 g glucose per 1 L solution. Saccharomyces
cerevisiae was grown in a shaker incubator at 25 °C for
24 h and then yeast suspensions at different concentrations
were subjected to around 117 W ultrasound power. With
each test, an untreated sample was also reserved to pro-
vide an accurate means of comparing different tests with
different test conditions. The number of yeast cells as
colony forming units (CFU)/mL was determined before
and after each treatment using a viable count standard
procedure.

Experimental work

The work can be divided into three major sections: (1) heat
transfer through the ultrasound chamber, (2) suspension
mixing time and residence time distribution (RTD), and (3)
yeast disruption using ultrasound. The second part of this
work was covered thoroughly by our previous paper (Yusaf
and Buttsworth 2007).

Heat loss through the ultrasound chamber (steel, perspex
and titanium)

Measurements provided by the three thermocouples over a
period of 5 min (300 s) are presented in Fig. 2. Time 0 in Fig. 2
corresponds to the point at which the ultrasonic processor was
switched on. The temperature differences relative to the initial
(pre-run) level are presented here also. Measurement of dif-
ferences in temperature are necessary in transient heat flux
analysis. The initial temperatures indicated by each thermo-
couple were: Tw=15 °C, Tps=17 °C, and Tl=18 °C. Two
relatively large disturbances appeared on the signal from the
water temperature thermocouple—the first at about 15 s and
the second at around 140 s on the time scale in Fig. 2. The
second of these disturbances has been removed from the
signal and hence the data appears smooth in this region.
These disturbances were attributed to thermocouple sensitiv-
ity from the ultrasonic treatment (causing gaseous bubbles at
the suspension surface); however, this did not affect the results
of this test because only average water temperatures were
required.

Heat loss through the Perspex surface Provided the substrate
into which heat is transferred can be regarded as semi-infinite,
the surface heat flux can be identified from the surface
temperature (Carslaw and Jaeger 1959). In the case of a flat
surface without any lateral conduction effects, Schultz (1973)
demonstrates that the appropriate expression is:

q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρck

p
ffiffiffi
π

p
Z t

0

dTs

dτ
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t−τð Þp dτ ; ð1Þ

Fig. 1 Illustration of the
ultrasonic processing cell for heat
transfer experiments
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A numerical implementation of Eq. 1 was used to iden-
tify the heat flux (q) to the surface of the Perspex from the
Ts results (in Fig. 2) for a certain period of time (τ). The
Perspex thermal properties of density, specific heat and
conductivity ρ, c, and k, respectively, are presented in
Table 1. Assuming the calculated value of heat flux applies
across the entire Perspex surface that was exposed to the
water (531 mm2), the heat transfer to the Perspex surface
was around 0.4 W.

From Fig. 2, it is apparent that a measurable increase in
temperature at the lower surface of the Perspex occurs
approximately 1 min after heating begins. This is to be
expected since the thickness of the Perspex was
x=12.7 mm and the thermal diffusivity of Perspex
(Table 1) was α=0.11×10−6 m−2 s−1, giving the heat pene-
tration time [20] being:

t ¼ x2

16α
¼ 92 s: ð2Þ

Thus, approximately semi-infinite conditions persist for
about 100 s after the heating started (the time at which the
ultrasonic processor was switched on). Provided the induced
flow and thermal transport conditions within the processing
cell remain constant during the experiment, the surface heat
flux should be proportional to the difference in temperature
between the water and the surface,

q ¼ h Tw−Tsð Þ; ð3Þ

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient.
The Perspex heat flux results from Eq. 3 were used in

conjunction with the water and Perspex surface tempera-
ture measurements to estimate the heat transfer coefficient.
Results from this section are presented in Fig. 3. The
convective heat transfer coefficient data, prior to the start

of the ultrasonic processor, is insignificant and has not
been included here.

From Fig. 3, it can be observed that the apparent heat
transfer coefficient is not exactly constant, but decreases
steadily from a value of approximately 500 W m−2 K−1 at
the start of heating to approximately 300 W m−2 K−1 at a time
of 100 s after the start of heating. In this experiment, the water
temperature changed by around 18 °C in the first 100 s. The
associated changes in viscosity and thermal conductivity
would be around 30 % and 5 %, respectively, and thus some
variation in the heat transfer coefficient would be expected.
Another effect that may contribute to the apparent variation in
the heat transfer coefficient is the fact that the ultrasonic
processor may actually require a fewminutes to reach a steady
operating condition. Another factor that may contribute to the
apparent variation in heat transfer coefficient with time is
lateral conduction. Such effects have been assumed to be
negligible.

Stainless steel surface

The relationship between the heat flux and the measured
surface temperature was evaluated using Eq. 4 (Buttsworth
and Jones 1997),
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Fig. 2 Temperature measurements from thermocouples in the heat trans-
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Table 1 Properties of materials used in the processing cell construction

Material ρ c k α
(kg m−3) (J kg−1 K−1) (W mK−1) (10−6 m−2 s−1)

Perspex 1,200 1,450 0.2 0.11

Stainless steel 8,300 470 13 3.3

Titanium 4,500 520 22 9.4
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Fig. 3 Heat transfer coefficient at the Perspex surface from the heat
transfer experiment. Green line Heat flux at the start of the experiment,
blue line heat flux at the middle and end of the experiment
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q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρck

p
ffiffiffi
π

p
Z t

0

dTs

dτ
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t−τð Þp dτ þ k

2R
Ts−Tið Þ; ð4Þ

Taking the Laplace transformation of Eq. 4 and assuming
that the convective heat transfer coefficient is constant, the
Laplace transformation can be used to evaluate the surface
temperature:

Ts ¼ G sð ÞTw; ð5Þ

with the transfer function between the water temperature and
the surface temperature given by

G sð Þ ¼ hffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρck

p 1ffiffi
s

p þ a
; ð6Þ

where,

a ¼ k þ 2Rh

2R
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρck

p ð7Þ

The inverse Laplace transformation of Eq. 6 is

g tð Þ ¼ hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ ck

p 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
π t

p −aea
2terfc a

ffiffi
t

p� �� �
: ð8Þ

The surface temperature history can therefore be obtained
from Eq. 5 using the convolution integral,

Ts ¼
Z
0

t

g τð ÞTw t−τð Þdτ : ð9Þ

No thermocouple was placed on the stainless steel surface;
however, the surface temperature history can be estimated
using Eq. 9 if the heat transfer coefficient on the stainless steel
is assumed to be constant and equal to the heat transfer
coefficient measured at the surface of the Perspex. Since the
system reached its steady state in a very short time, it is
reasonable to assume the heat transfer coefficient was constant
and equal to the maximum. The maximum heat transfer coef-
ficient (500 W m−2 K−1) was selected in the calculation. The
constant value adopted for the convective heat transfer coef-
ficient was h=500 Wm−2 K−1. This assumption is reasonable
and acceptable as shown in Fig. 4. Having estimated the
stainless steel surface temperature history (Fig. 2), the surface
heat flux can be calculated using Eq. 1. Heat transfer to the
stainless steel as determined with this method was 11 W, as
shown in Fig. 5. As was the case with the Perspex results in

Fig. 3, the heat flux results (expressed in W m−2) have been
scaled by the relevant surface area (1,633mm2 in this case) for
presentation in Fig. 4. Limitations of the above analysis in-
clude the approximate nature of Eq. 3, which produces results
within 1 % of the actual solution for heating times such that
(α t)/R2≈0.1, according to Buttsworth and Jones (1997).

Heat lost through Titanium surface (sonotrode tip)

Heat transfer to the titanium surface can be estimated using the
analysis outlined in the previous section. Slight adjustments to
this analysis would need to be made to accommodate the flat
surface of the titanium (R→∞), which has significantly dif-
ferent thermal properties to the stainless steel (see Table 1).
When this is complete, the resulting heat transfer across an
area of 380 mm2 (the area of the sonotrode) is obtained as
presented in Fig. 6.

Due to the transient nature of the present experiments, the
heat transfer to the surfaces of the processing cell tends to vary
with time. The proposed heat transfer model in this work is
intended to capture convective heat losses from the reaction
vessel during the first few seconds of the ultrasound run, as
this period of time is valid for the semi-infinite assumption
and is of importance to the calorimetric measurements which
are usually conducted in such a period (Kimura et al. 1996;
Hodnett and Zeqiri 1997). Hence, to obtain some indication of
relative magnitudes, the time 100 s after the start of the
ultrasonic processor is considered. As shown in Fig. 6, the
average heat lost to the titanium surface was around 2.1 W.

Although the lateral conduction heat loss across the pro-
cessing cell walls after 100 s is not important for ultrasonic
power measurements, it would be useful to calculate this
portion of heat loss using convenient methods. Due to the
low thermal diffusivity of Perspex, the lateral heat conduction
through Perspex is marginal and can be ignored. The lateral
heat conduction through the steel wall after 100 s can be
estimated as follows:

The energy balance of the steel wall is expressed by the
following equation (Kreith et al. 2010)

Ein ¼ Eout þ Eaccum ð10Þ

Where Ein is the energy entering the wall, Eout is the
energy leaving the wall and Eaccum is the accumulated
heat energy in the wall. The difference between the ener-
gy entering the cylindrical wall and the energy leaving the
wall corresponds to the energy associated with the lateral
conduction, and the equation above can be rewritten in the
form below;

−KA
dT

dx
¼ mCp

dT

dt
ð11Þ
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where, K is thermal conductivity of the steel (W/mK), A is the
surface area of the steel cylinder (m2) and dT/dx is the tem-
perature rise across (x) the thickness of the cylinder (K/m), m
is the mass of the cylinder wall (3 kg), Cp is the specific heat
of the steel (given in Table 1) and dT/dt is the slope of the
temperature rise of the steel wall after 100 s (K/s). The
temperature rise inside the steel wall was determined by
averaging the inner steel wall temperature (estimated from
Eq. 9) and the outer steel wall temperature (average of inner
wall temperature and ambient temperature). This means that
when the heat loss from the outer wall of the cylinder is
negligible, the lateral heat conduction across the cylinder wall
is the main cause of the change in the internal energy of the
construction materials of the wall. From the equations given
above, the lateral conduction heat loss was calculated to be
20.68 W.

Mixing rate and RTD

To adequately assess the potential of high power ultrasound in
the present application, it was necessary to have some

knowledge of the uniformity of the treatment. To achieve
uniform ultrasound treatment for yeast in the suspension, a
theoretical and experimental mixing investigation was con-
ducted. Evaluating the mixing time is a very important factor
to ensure that the yeast cells in the suspension are subjected to
uniform ultrasound energy. A new technique for the identifi-
cation of mixing characteristics associated with high power
ultrasonic treatments at 20 kHz has been detailed in Yusaf and
Buttsworth (2007). The mixing rate within the batch arrange-
ment (30 mL) is a function of the applied ultrasonic power;
however, the macroscopic mixing is substantially completed
within 1 s for absorbed ultrasonic power levels greater than
40W (thermal dissipation). A detailed description of this work
was published elsewhere (Yusaf and Buttsworth 2007).

Yeast disruption results

An initial test was conducted at an amplitude of 20 (ultrasound
power of 74 W) for different treatment times ranging between
0 (no treatment) to 300 s. Due to several factors relating to the
experimental conditions such as suspension temperature and
the way in which yeasts were counted, the test was repeated
three times to ensure the reliability of the results. The initial
concentration of the suspension prior to the treatment was
6.3×104 CFU/mL, 1.53×106 CFU/mL, and 2.17×107 CFU/
mL for a period of 30 s at an ultrasound power of 74 W. The
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suspension temperature was closely monitored and recorded
over time. The results of this test indicated that a yeast log
reduction of 0.25 was achieved at a treatment time of 30 s as
shown in Fig. 6, while the maximum suspension temperature
was around 40 °C. The treatment time was then increased to
60 s at the same ultrasound power with the yeast log reduction
found to be 0.8, confirming that some improvement was
achieved. The treatment time was then increased gradually
to 240 s with results showing that the maximum yeast log
reduction of 2.5 was achieved when the treatment time was
240 s and the suspension temperature was 45 °C. The results
confirmed that the ultrasound apparatus was able to achieve a
yeast log reduction of 2.5 at 240 s at 74 W, 20 kHz, and
suspension temperatures between 30 °C to 40 °C.

Further tests were conducted using different amplitudes
and treatment times while the suspension temperature was
monitored carefully and controlled below 35 °C. In this test,
the ultrasound chamber was submerged in an ice bath to
ensure that yeast disruption occurred in the absence of thermal
effects. Three amplitudes of 20, 70 and 100 were used in this
test, and these amplitudes correspond to the ultrasound powers
of 74 W, 104 W and 117 W, respectively. The treatment time
ranged from 240 s and 900 s. Table 2 illustrates the yeast log
reduction results for different treatment times and different
amplitudes. As shown in Table 2, higher yeast log reduction
occurred at higher treatment times. A yeast log reduction of 4
was achieved when the treatment time was around 365 s at the
ultrasound power of 117 W (amplitude=100). A yeast log
reduction of 2.5 was achieved at a treatment time of 292 s
and an ultrasound power of 117 W. The results of this work
also show that a complete yeast reduction can be achieved at a
maximum ultrasound power of 117 W at a specific energy of
1,150 kJ kg−1, or neat dissipated energy of 103 W at neat
specific energy of 1,146 kJ kg−1.

Discussion and analysis

Heat transfer

The heat transfer to the Perspex, stainless steel and titanium
surfaces was found to be approximately 0.4, 11, and 2.1 W,
respectively, giving the combined heat transfer from the water
at 13.5 W of the applied ultrasonic power. Estimates of the
current configuration suggested that around 13.5 % of the
applied ultrasonic power was removed from the processing
volume in the form of heat. Such heat transfer can have a
significant impact on efficiency calculations for the ultrasonic
processor based on calorimetric experiments in this and relat-
ed configurations. Evaluation of this lost power had to be
considered in the subsequent experimental phase of this re-
search where the net ultrasound power dissipated in the sus-
pension. One of the limitations of the present data and its

analysis is that the heat transfer coefficient appears to vary
with time; however, the variation was not significant and the
impact on the final heat transfer was marginal. The modelling
deficiencies, such as the semi-infinite one dimensional heat
conduction assumption, may also contribute to the apparent
variation in time.

Mixing quality in ultrasound processing

As indicated in the previous section, an image process tech-
nique was used to identify the mixing characteristics associ-
ated with high power ultrasonic treatment at different powers.
It was found that for a batch arrangement of 30 mL, homoge-
neity was achieved in approximately 1 s (Yusaf and
Buttsworth 2007).

Yeast disruption

Ultrasound can create cavitation in the yeast suspension. If the
ultrasound power is sufficiently high, the cavitation bubbles
will expand until they reach a critical radius at which they
collapse. Collapse of the cavitation bubbles releases energy
into the suspension, which is presumably the reason for mi-
croorganism disruption. The relationship between yeast dis-
ruption and the specific energy dissipated into the yeast sus-
pension is an important factor in this type of research. The
yeast disruption results showed that heat transfer will have a
significant impact on efficiency calculations for the ultrasonic
processor. Although the subsequent disruption experiments
were performed in an ice bath, the heat transfer must be
determined to make sure that the cell wall temperature and
the yeast suspension temperature is maintained below 40 °C to
avoid yeast disruption due to thermal stress. The material
properties of the ultrasound chamber had no effect on cell
disruption in this work.

The specific energy is the energy dissipated into the sus-
pension per unit mass, where the mass of suspension was
0.03 kg, and the power measured in Watts ranged between
74 and 117 W. In the case of ultrasound treatment; depending
on the treatment time, the neat specific energy dissipated into
the suspension was calculated and found to be in the range of
298 kJ kg−1 to 1,146 kJ kg−1. Results presented in Fig. 7 show

Table 2 Summary of the yeast log reduction results using different
amplitude, ultrasound power and treatment time, suspension temperature
was controlled to around 30–40 °C

Amplitude Power Neat power Log reduction 2.5 Log reduction 4
(W) (W) Treatment time (s) Treatment time (s)

20 74 60.5 540 900

70 104 90.5 360 600

100 117 103.5 292 365
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that the approximate maximum yeast log reduction was 4
when the specific energy was 1,128 kJ kg−1

The power intensity of ultrasound is measured in Watts per
unit area (cross sectional area of the ultrasound probe), which
is 238 kW/m2 in this work. In a similar study, an ultrasound
yeast treatment was carried out at 100W (203 kW/m2) for at a
suspension temperature of between 50 °C and 60 °C. The
effect of using 203 kW/m2 ultrasound power intensity (on a
60 mL suspension) led to a yeast disruption of log 2, but
disruption was less marked at 50 °C (Ciccolini et al. 1997).
Comparing this result with the present results, a yeast log
reduction of 2 was achieved at a specific energy of around
700 kJ kg−1 or a power intensity of 238 kW/m2 (when the
suspension volume was 30mL) as shown in Fig. 7. The results
of the present work were achieved when the yeast suspension
temperature was around 40 °C. Taking into consideration the
temperature difference between the present and previous
works, the specific energy required to achieve yeast log
reduction of 2 was close.

Earnshaw et al. (1995) demonstrated that using ultrasound
specific power of 1.65 kW/kg resulted in no yeast disruption
as no cavitation was expected to be developed, and therefore
the log reduction was zero. In Earnshaw’s experiment, the
cross sectional area of the probe diameter was 25 mm,
resulting in an ultrasound power intensity of about
101.8 kW/m2 when 50 W was used. It was reported that the
101.8 kW/m2 power intensity was just enough to generate a
very small number of bubbles, but these were not able to
produce significant energy upon collapse (as reported by
Earnshaw et al. 1995). These cavitation bubbles were reported
to be insufficient to even weaken the yeast (Earnshaw et al.
1995). Similarly, in the present work, the yeast log reduction
at approximately 50 W was insignificant.

Hodnett and Zeqiri (1997) and Cameron et al. (2008),
conducted an experiment to examine the effect of ultrasound
power and treatment time on Saccharomyces cerevisiae. A
40-mL yeast suspension was subjected to 100 W ultrasonic

power with a probe of diameter of 13 mm, giving a power
intensity of 744 kW/m2. Both works used the same ultrasound
power of approximately 100 W, but in the work produced by
Cameron et al. (2008), the possibility of generating cavitation
and ultimately microorganism disruption was higher due to
the increased power intensity. Ultrasound power intensity
influences the effectiveness of the treatment. The ultra-
sound probe diameter is another factor that affects power
intensity, leading to an influence on the cell rupturing
efficiency under constant power. For example, a probe
with a diameter of 15 mm can be more effective in cell
damage in comparison to a probe of 25 mm diameter
because the probability of generating cavitation is higher
due to the increased power intensity. This outcome dem-
onstrates that cavitational effects are more significant clos-
er to the vibrating surface (Cameron et al. 2008).

The results generated from the experimental ultrasonic
work indicated that ultrasonic treatment is capable of
destroying yeast over different treatment times and ampli-
tudes. The results of this work demonstrate that a com-
plete yeast reduction can be achieved at maximum power
when the probe is very close to the suspension surface.

Conclusion

The heat losses associated with the ultrasound compo-
nents—steel chamber, Perspex base and sonotrode (titani-
um)—were evaluated experimentally using a transient
one-dimensional heat conduction model. The results ob-
tained using this model indicated that heat losses through
the Perspex, stainless steel, and titanium surfaces are
approximately 0.4, 11, and 2.1 W, respectively. The com-
bined heat lost through solid surfaces was approximately
13.5 W of the total input of applied ultrasonic power of
117 W. The maximum electrical power input was found to
be 117 W and the minimum power, 74 W. Three different
power inputs with different exposure times were investi-
gated to determine disruption of S. cerevisiae when sub-
jected to ultrasound. The results showed that the concen-
tration of yeast cells in the suspension decayed with time
of exposure and that, by increasing the power input, the
rate at which the cells are destroyed is similarly increased.
The yeast disruption test showed that a complete yeast
reduction can be achieved at 117 W and a specific energy
of 1,146 kJ kg−1. Further study is needed to understand
the real cause of microorganism disruption using
ultrasound.
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